Risk Management

Beazley Breach Response (BBR) includes an array of benefits including complimentary loss control and risk management information.

All relevant personnel within your organization will have access to nodatabreach.com, an online service that provides educational and loss control information relating to compliance with applicable laws, safeguarding information, preparing to respond to breach incidents and best practices.

Once registered, you will have unlimited access to the following resources on data security, privacy and data breaches:

**Federal and state compliance**
- Summaries of federal & state laws
- Links to statutes & regulations
- Sample forms, agreements, policies and procedures

**Training modules**
- Online training courses
- Awareness bulletins and posters for supervisors and staff
- Webinars for compliance staff

**Risk reduction**
- Risk assessments
- Incident response preparation and test plans
- Data security tips and best practices

**News updates**
- Monthly newsletters
- Data security alerts
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**Information Security Incident Response Guide**

Beazley, in partnership with Navigant, a leader in complex data management and forensics analysis, developed a joint Information Security Incident Response Guide aimed at providing a roadmap for your organizations to prepare for and manage the aftermath of a data security breach. The guide, provided to BBR policyholders, addresses information security incidents such as malware intrusions, social engineering attacks, unauthorized network access, lost or stolen devices, and other kinds of data security incidents and breaches.

The Information Security Incident Response Guide also provides in-depth case studies and best practices for preparation, risk assessment, and incident documentation, highlighting the varied components of an effective response.

Learn more:
www.beazley.com/bbr
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This document is part of the Beazley Breach Response brochure. Please refer to the back cover of the brochure for additional information.